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 The wind plays an important role in different phenomenons such as optimal location of 

wind-farms and accumulated snow distribution. In order to compare the wind’s function 
in different parts of a basin we use a quantity called The Wind Shelter Index. In process 

of determination of the mentioned index, choosing a distance called the Effective 

distance is necessary. In this study, a new index, called “the correlation of wind shelter 
index with an average wind shelter slope”, for choosing the effective distance of the 

area useful in snowy and non snowy places, is mentioned. The results showed that the 

presented index in thisstudy has the capability of replacement with the correlation of 
wind shelter index with snow depth criterion, which was only usable in snowy places. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Because of the wind effect in the natural phenomenons and also it’s determinant role in different projects 

such as wind turbines location finding [8], reservoir surface water evaporation, [8], the dam reservoirs water 

quality [6] and the wave generation on the surface of the lakes phenomenon [20], Qualitative and quantitative 

study of the wind in different areas, is necessary. 

 Studying the wind as one of the effective causes of the snow accumulation’s transmissions [7] widespread 

by researchers such as Fohn [12] Gary and Male [13], Schmit [18], Tyler [19], Elder [10], Parvers et al, [17] 

Erickson et al, [11] is done. In this regard Winstral et al, [22] defined an index called the Wind Shelter Index, 

which is necessary in the process of determining the mentioned index. 

 Based on the presented criterion for measuring the effective distance from Winstral et al, [22] wind shelter 

index is only useable in snowy places, it seems that the mentioned index which was mostly used in snowy 

places transmission is also possible to be used in other causes and phenomenons of wind. The research of 

Winstral et al, [22] in their survey of wind speed place transmission, in Reynold creek experimental watershed, 

approves the mentioned note. To determine the effective distance Winstral et al, [23], chose a method that 

needed to equip the area to a large web of wind sensors for measuring the wind speed in different places. So it's 

possible to say that in general determining the windshelter index of different parts of a watershed basin, needs 

either a ground measuring of wind speed that has high expenses or is only useable in snowy locations. On the 

other hand, due to the use of wind shelter points in Hydrology and water resources issues which sometimes 

happen in non snowy places, presenting a suitable criterion for non snowy places seems so necessary. So in this 

survey a method is introduced that provides the probability of determining windshelter index in non snowy 

basins. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Definition of Wind Shelter Index: 

 Spreading the air stream in lower areas of a natural object reduces the wind's energy in a way that will make 

places with low kinetic energy. In recent years, in order to quantify the effects of terrains on wind, many efforts 

were done by researchers that the outcome of some of them is a quantity called windshelter index. Different 

points based on the earth's surface receive different amounts of wind's energy. The mentioned difference is 

because of the obstacles caused by upwind altitudes. It is possible to say that, the wind shelter index, shows the 

energy of wind's effect in each point in a quantitative way, which is defined by the upwind altitude of the 
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mentioned point and in the direction of the dominant wind of the study area. In other words, wind shelter index 

is a criterion presented by the wind's interactions and the upwind inequality of the area that influences the wind 

sheltering of each point of the ground. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Schematic view of thewindshelter situation, two points 1 and 2 based on a linear profile from an 

imaginative topographic. 

 

 Definition of the wind shelter is taken from the solar shading phenomena on the horizon, made of some 

high altitudes in radiation modeling [9]. In fact, the wind shelter index of a point is based on wind blowing 

slope, between the mentioned point and its upwind point and on along the wind blowing stream and the 

mentioned slope is also called the upwind slope. Figure (1) shows the wind shelter situation of the three points 

1, 2 and 3 against the dominant wind blowing direction, from right to left.it is also mentionable that angles over 

the horizon line are positive and under the horizon line are negative. Based on this, the upwind slope of point 1 

is positive and the effective altitude in its wind shelter situation is altitude A. but in point 3 with negative 

upwind slope, it is in the exposing situation and the altitude B is the effective altitude in the wind sheltering 

situation. 

 

Wind shelter index Determination: 

 In order to reach the amount of wind shelter index of a point, in the watershed basin, the need for having 

some information and also passing some different steps, is as explained below: 

 

-The Dominant wind direction and effective alongs on amount of wind shelter index points: 

 According to the definition of the windshelter index, the most important fact in determination of the 

mentioned index is determination of the wind direction in the area. By this purpose, mostly the dominant wind 

direction obtained from the anemometry data of the weather station is used. Noticing the fact that which month 

or season of the year this dominant wind is blowing in is so important in determination of the wind direction. In 

a way that, choosing the month or season of the year is determined based on the wind shelterindexes sort of 

usage. As an example, in cases that the spatial distributions now  accumulation under the wind blow is 

considered, anemometry period for snowing seasons, when the probability of accumulated snow redistribution 

by the wind is considerable, will be selected. 

 By the probable wind direction changes, mostly an internal of alongs is used in determination of the wind 

shelter index. The mentioned internal called the effect area, contains A1 to A2 azimuths with an angle of 

𝜃,shown in image 2. Alongs with angular distances of 5 degrees are considered in the sectorial area for 

determination of the wind shelter index of the point of interest. As it is mentioned in following lines, the wind 

shelter index of a point is an average of the wind shelter indexes on alongs in the effect area. 

 Another specification of the wind shelter index which is shown in the figure 2, is (Sectorial area radius 

distance), the mentioned distance shows the distance in which the wind shelter effect of altitudes in it, is 

evaluated by the wind sheltering equation (equation 1), and among each of these altitudes, the one with the most 

wind sheltering effect on that point, will be considered as the wind shelter index of that point on a determined 

along and in the mentioned distance. according to the topographic situation of the basin studied in this research, 

the distance between altitudes in the area to the mentioned basin and also other researcher's advises such as 
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Winstral et al, [22] Moloch et al, [15] Litaor et al, [14], the amount of dmax is chosen from 60 meters for close 

altitudes to points to 2000 meter for the farthest effective on the wind shelter situation of the points altitudes. In 

this way the 60, 100, 300,500,1000, 1500 and 2000 meters are chosen as the effect area radius distance. 

 

 
Fig. 2: The upwind of the point and toward the wind blow. The sector shaped of the area with the central angle 

of θ and limited to A1 to A2 Azimuths. 

 

Calculation of the wind shelter index: 

 The wind shelter index of a point located on the studying watershed basin is calculated by the equation 1 

[22]: 

 

SxA,dmax  xi , yi = max tan−1  
ELV  xv ,yv  −ELV (xi ,yi )

 (xv −yv )2+(xi−yi )2 0.5               (1) 

 

 In which the Sx is wind shelter index or the maximum upwind slope (angle), A is the considered alongs 

azimuth which is coincident with the wind blowing direction, d max is the chosen distance along the wind 

(meter), ELV altitude (meter), (Xi,Yi) is the direction of the considered point, (Xv,Yv) is the direction of the 

points located on the dmax distance and along A. 

 Based on the fact that there are different directions in the effect area, due to the probable wind blowing 

direction changes, these directions are considered with a similar angular distance of 5 degrees and on the other 

hand only one amount for wind shelter index calculates from each of the mentioned directions, using the 

equation 1, So to achieve the amount of wind shelter index of a point, Winstral et al, [22] calculated the wind 

shelter index using the equation 2. 

 

Sx   dmax  xi , yi  
A2

A1

 =
1

nv
 SxA,dmax

A2
A=A1

(xi , yi)            (2) 

 

 In which Nv is the number of defined alongs in the effect area based between A1 to A2 azimuths and with a 

radius of dmax. So for each of the calculation points, and for different maximum distances, the wind 

shelterindex is calculated. Based on some of the researcher's advice, amount of θ is considered as 60 degrees. 

 

The effective distance: 

 As seen, for each of the selected dmax distances, one certain amount is calculated for the wind shelter 

index. On the other hand, among the maximum altitudes for all the points, the distance must be presented as the 

effective distance, in other words, wind shelter index of the points based on the area is only the wind shelter 

index of that mentioned distance. By this purpose, it is necessary that the wind shelter index be calculated from 

different distances for dmax and as it was explained above. So, according to the selected maximum distances to 

study in this survey, the wind shelterindex is calculated for different dmax, such as Sx60  ،Sx100  ،Sx300  ،Sx500  ،

Sx1000  ،Sx1500 andSx2000  and after the effective distance determination, the wind shelter index of the study area 

will be specified. 
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The effective distance selection criterions: 

-Wind shelter index correlation with snow depth: 

 Due to the effective distance determination on the studying area, it is essential to select the effective 

distance of that area. One of the effective distance selection methods is the wind shelter index correlation with 

snow depth method. The mentioned criterion is based on this fact that in one certain point, the more the wind 

shelterindex is, the less wind exposure it takes, so the accumulated snow depth is more. Based on this and 

according to the wind shelter definition, the distance, which its wind shelter index has more correlation than the 

other distances with the amount of accumulated snow depth will be introduced as the effective distance of the 

studying area, and its corresponding wind shelterindex, is considered as the wind shelter index of all the points. 

 

- Average wind shelter slope correlation with the wind shelter index: 

 As seen, in the process of calculating the wind shelter index of geographical points based on a specific area, 

determination of the effective wind shelterdistance is necessary. On the other hand, according to the use of wind 

shelter index in non snowylocations such as study of the wind speed spatial distribution [23], presenting a 

criterion for an area's effective distance selection was studied to make it useful for non snowy places. Average 

wind shelter slope correlation with wind shelterindex, is the presented criterion in this survey. So in the 

following lines, at first defining the average wind shelter slope is done. 

 

Average wind shelter slope: 

 As mentioned, in points' wind shelter index calculation, the maximum altitudes based on the effect sector 

that are on the upwind alongs, are determinant. While in the mentioned area all the upwind altitudes are 

effective in wind shelter or wind exposure. So for determining the effective altitudes of points, a criterion was 

presented to include all the altitudes' roles in effect area. So, a slope was presented, that the average of altitudes 

which are effective on wind shelter, play a role in its definition. 

 The mentioned slope is called "the average wind shelter slope" and for defining it a sectorial area presented 

in the wind shelter index definition, is used (Figure 2).It is because of the fact that the presented criterion was 

inspired by wind shelter index and is used for wind shelter index determination. In general, each slope consists 

of distance and altitude that calculation process of those two mentioned parts in average wind shelter slope in 

each sector with a determined radius, is as explained below: 

 

-Altitudes average of effect sector: 

 Based on what was explained above, for calculating the wind shelter index in each measurement point, 

effect sectors with specific distances and determined alongs are considered. Since in the calculation process of 

wind shelter index by Winstral et al [22], altitudes are located on the mentioned alongs are determinant, in order 

to achieve each sector's altitudes average, only the mentioned altitudes are used. 

 So in each measurement point with specific altitude for effect sector, with different distances, the numerical 

altitudes average based on their alongs is calculated. And by subtraction of the achieved number from the 

measurement point's elevations, the altitude difference, which is useful in average wind shelter slope's 

calculation, is obtained (equation 3). 

 

∆Hdmax =
 EL  (xv ,yv )n

i=1

n
− EL (xi , yi)                                                                                                (3) 

 

 In which EL is the elevation, (meter), N is number of altitudes located on the effect sector, (Xi, Yi) 

coordination of the points of interest (UTM), (Xv, Yv) are coordination of points located on upwindalongs and 

to the maximum distance of dmax. 

 

The Effect Sector's Average coordination: 

 After calculating the effect sector's altitudes average, second part of the slope must be determined. By this 

purpose, a coordination called the altitudes center coordination is defined. According to the difference in 

altitudes distribution, and their way of dispersion in different sectors, the definition of central mass was used in 

calculation of central altitudes, central mass of a particle system in Physics, is a specific point that in many of 

the system's issues, behaves as if all the mass is focused on that certain point. 

 General system consists of N particles with m1 , m2, … , mnmasses that their location vectors are 

r1    , r2    , … , rn    , this system's central mass is a point with rcm  location Vector and calculates from Equation 4 (folz 

and kesyek 1968) 

 

r cm =
 m i r  ii

 m ii
             (4) 
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 Mass is a scalar quantity and shows a specific quality of a point, according to the fact that the point's 

elevation is measured by one base level, and describes a feature of a point; it is possible to use it for central 

altitude determination. So the length (X) and the width (Y) of central altitude can be calculated from the 5 and 6 

equations: 

 

X =
 xv EL v

n
i=1

 EL v
n
i=1

           (5) 

 

X =
 xv EL v

n
i=1

 EL v
n
i=1

           (6) 

 

 In which Xv and Yv are length and width of altitudes located on upwind sector and ELv, the mentioned 

altitudes' level. It has to be mentioned that the meaning of up windaltitudes, is all the altitudes that have effect 

on alongs which are located on the sector and are upwind. For a better understanding of the central altitude 

definition in image 3, the upwind sector of point O with dmax distance and dominant wind direction with 90 

degrees azimuth, is shown. As can be seen, altitudes distribution in sectorial area is in a way that the high 

altitudes focused in north and closer to sector's arcis more. So it is possible to say that the central altitudes 

coordination located on the mentioned effect sector is a point which is close to the mentioned altitudes. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The upwind sector of point O, with dmax distance and 90 degrees dominant wind direction azimuth. 

 

 In this order, by specifying the upwind sector's central altitudes of a point, the distance between the central 

altitudes and the mentioned point can be calculated by the equation7. 

 

Rdmax =   X − xi 
2

+  Y − yi 
2
         (7) 

 

 In which Xi and Yi are the Geographical coordination length and width of the measurement point and X and 

Y are length and width of the central altitude of upwind points. 

 

- Average wind shelter slope calculation: 

 Based on the definitions, average wind shelter slope of a point, is a slope made by the average of altitudes 

located in a point's effect area (effect sector), than that mentioned point. 

The mentioned slope can be calculated by the equation 8. 

 

Ssdmax = tan−1  
∆Hdmax

Rdmax
                                                                                                                      (8) 

 

 In which Ss dmax is average wind shelter slope (angle) for dmax distance (meter), ∆H dmax, subtraction of 

upwind altitudes average from elevation of considered point that are achievable by equation 3, and R dmax is 

the distance between the central up windaltitudes and the measurement point (equation 8).  
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Determination of average wind shelter slope correlation ratio with wind shelter index: 

 According to the different effects of selected distances in the study area among the wind shelter indexes of 

points for different distances such as 60, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 meters, effective distance and as a 

result of that, it's corresponding wind shelter index, must be determined. The presented criterion in this study is 

based on this fact that the more the wind shelter index in a point is, the more the average wind shelter slope will 

be. 

 By this purpose, average wind shelter slope in mentioned distances is calculated, the distance that has the 

most correlation between average wind shelter slope and wind shelter index, will be selected as the effective 

distance and its corresponding wind shelter index, will be selected as the suitable wind shelter index for that 

area. 

 

-Constraints and limitations of the average wind shelter slope correlation with the wind shelter index method: 

 As seen, just by using the average wind shelter slope correlation with wind shelter index method without 

using the field measurements of snow depth or wind speed, it is possible to determine the effective distance of 

the study area. The mentioned method is usable by full access to the related topographic information of the 

study area in a way that by selecting some points in the area and determining the average wind shelter slope in 

them, it is possible to determine the effective distance. Two conditions must be considered in choosing these 

points. First, according to the fact that the selected points are indicator of the area's altitudes, they have to 

contain a large range of altitudes and have a suitable dispersion. Second, the mentioned method is sensitive in 

points that have a very low wind shelter index or in other words, points that are in wind exposure situation. In 

the average wind shelter slope correlation with wind shelter index method as far as possible the upwind points 

must not be used as observable points, in table 1 the least allowed wind shelter index for using in the mentioned 

method is given. 

 
Table 1: The minimum wind shelter index for different distances in points. 

2000 1500 1000 500 300 100 60 Effect distance (m) 

3-  3-  3-  5-  7-  10-  13-  The minimum wind shelter 

index (degree) 

 

 The mentioned limitation can be related to the fact that in wind shelter index determination, points are only 

the maximum effective altitudes, while in average wind shelter slope calculations; all the upwind altitudes are 

effective. So, average wind shelter slope in different points contains lesser amount of that than the wind shelter 

index. The more wind exposed the points are, the more the difference will be that will cause imbalance in 

correlation between this two variables. 

 

- Evaluation: 

In order to evaluate the average wind shelter slope correlation with wind shelter in dexcriterion in the way 

explained above, the observational points and snow data obtained by Sharifi et al [2] was used in the snow 

testing basin. By this purpose, the result of effective distance determination using the average wind shelter slope 

correlation with wind shelter index method was compared with the result of using the wind shelter index 

correlation with these points' measured snow depths, which was a method used in snowy places. 

 

-Studying the area's location: 

 Cherydefile is from the Bazoft section in 65 km of Shahrekordsouth west, based under the Dozdaran basin 

of Doab of Samsami in, and it is from Karounolia's roots (Figure 4). This area extends within50°10′ 26"E 

to50°12′ 16"E in longitude and32°9′53"N to32°11′31"N latitude.The study area is 5.2 km^2 and doesn’t contain 

any sort of forest covering. 

 

 The area's altitude varies from 2254 meters to 2929 meters from sea level With slopes that vary from0° to 

63.34° with an average of 18.45°along the longest river beneath the considered basin is on south west – north 

east directions. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Wind shelter index: 

 In this survey, The wind shelter index with the maximum distance of 60, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 1500 and 

2000 meters was extracted, point's wind shelter amount's raster map is shown in figure 5 by using the 

Geographical Information System, ILWIS. As can be seen, most of the parts of this study area contains high 

amount of considerable wind shelter. Comparing the distribution of wind shelter index maps in figure 6 With 

wind shelter index point maps of 258 points in figure 8, shows the accuracy of the distributive maps. Table 1 

shows the statistic amounts of wind shelter index located in the study area for different distances, Cellular and 

pointy amounts approves the distributive map's accuracy for wind shelter index distribution. 
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Fig. 4: Location of study area and points with snow measurement for wind shelter index calculation. 

 
Table 2: Descriptive statistics of wind shelter index in 2 cellular and pointy scales in study area. 

Effect 
distance(m) 

scale minimum maximum average middle Standard deviation 

60 cellular 46.68-  51.014 5.942 8.42 12.73 

pointy 39.214-  42.569 4.946 7.36 13.67 

100 cellular 41.332-  51.014 6.724 9.19 12.39 

pointy 37.086-  42.569 5.855 8.22 13.39 

300 cellular 30.655-  51.014 8.933 11.46 11.36 

pointy 26.873-  42.569 8.36 10.56 12.32 

500 cellular 26.326-  51.014 10.167 12.58 10.51 

pointy 22.98-  42.569 9.584 11.93 11.64 

1000 cellular 20.428-  51.014 12.091 13.92 8.77 

pointy 18.62-  42.569 11.253 13.71 10.35 

1500 cellular 14.256-  51.014 13.004 14.43 7.63 

pointy 12.697-  42.569 12.261 14.27 9 

2000 cellular 11.171-  51.014 13.57 14.61 7.01 

pointy 9.408-  42.569 12.845 14.35 8.39 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Wind shelter index  amounts in a cellular scale in the study area with different maximum distances (a) 60 

m, (b) 100 m, (c) 300 m, (d) 500 m, (e) 1000 m, (f) 1500 m and (g) 2000 m. 
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The Effective Distance: 

-Wind shelter index correlation with snow depth criterion: 

 In order to determine the study area's effective distance, the correlation between the snow depth and the 

corresponding wind shelter index with each point for each of the selected distances 60, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 

1500 and 2000 meters was tested, figure 7, shows the snow depth transmittal diagrams for each of the wind 

shelter index amounts, for different distances with determination ratios for each one. As can be seen the 100 

meters distance with determination ratio of 0.1926 has the most correlation between the snow depth and the 

wind shelter index. So, based on the wind shelter correlation with the snow depth criterion, the most effective 

distance of wind and inequalities with effect on wind shelter situation interactions is 100 meters in the study 

area. 

 
 

Fig. 6: Wind shelter index amounts in a pointy scale in 258 observational points of the study area with different 

maximum distances (a) 60 m, (b) 100m, (c) 300 m, (d) 500 m, (e) 1000 m, (f) 1500 m and (g) 2000 m. 

 

 It is noticeable Winstral and Marks, [22] in their own study area used 300 meters, Moloch et al, [16], 

Erickson and colleagues [11] winstral and colleagues [21] 100 meters and Litaur et al, [14] used the 150 meter 

distance for calculating the wind shelter index. 

 

-Wind shelter index correlation with average wind shelter slope criterion in maximum distances: 

 According to the present limitations in wind shelter index correlation with average wind shelter slope 

criterion, 142 points out of 258 measurement points were selected. Table 2 shows the described statistic details 

of the mentioned points. As can be seen, the altitude domain of the study points is from 2306 to 2880 (574 

meters altitude difference) with an average of 2596.153 meters that will cover a large range and also the table 3 

shows the minimum wind shelter index for different distances in two series of viewable points. The mentioned 

table shows that among 258 viewable points that are in heavy wind exposure situation for calculating the 

average wind shelter slope, and as a result of that, the study area's effective distance determination is not 

selected. 

 
Table 2: Describing statistic of 142 points' elevation. 

Describing statistic minimum maximum average middle Standard deviation 

Elevation (m) 2306 2880 2596.153 2596.025 152.88 

 
Table 3: Minimum wind shelter for different distances in 2 series of points. 

Effect distance (m) 60 100 300 500 1000 1500 2000  

Minimum wind shelter 

(degree) 

258points 31.671-  35.017-  26.47-  22.032-  18.016-  12.35-  9.45-  

142 points 12.127-  9.8 - -6.38 4.286-  2.75-  2.75-  2.75-  

 

Determination of wind shelter index correlation with the average wind shelter slope: 

 After the average wind shelter slope calculation for selected distances, in order to determine the study area's 

effective distance, correlation was studied between the average wind shelter slope and each point's 

corresponding  wind shelter index  for each of the selected distances of 60, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000. 
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Figure 8 shows the average wind shelter slope in front of wind shelter index amounts transmittal diagrams for 

different distances. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Snow depth transmittal diagrams for each of the wind shelter index amounts with different maximum 

distances (a) 60 m, (b) 100m, (c) 300 m, (d) 500 m, (e) 1000 m, (f) 1500 m and (g) 2000 m. 

 

 As can be seen, distance of 100 meters with determination ratio of 0.8037 has the most correlation between 

the average wind shelter slope and wind shelter index. In this order, based on the presented criterion in this 

survey, the most effective distance of wind and the inequalities which are effective on the wind shelter situation 

of the points in the study area, is 100 meters. 

 

Conclusions: 

 In order to determine the wind shelter index of the watershed basin of points based in the study area, the 

effective distance determination is essential. According to the use of wind shelter index definition in different 

hydrological phenomenons such as dam's reservoir's water quality and the spatial distribution of wind speed [23] 

that sometimes happen in non snowy places, introducing a criterion for selecting the effective distance, above 

the ones  mentioned in the resources, seems so essential. In this survey with introducing the wind shelter index 

correlation with average wind shelter slope criterion, selection of the effective distance of the study area is 

possible. The comparison of the used criterion in this survey with the other criterions used by other researchers 

such as Winstral et al, [21], Moloch et al, [15,16], Erickson et al, [11], Litauer et al [14], Sharifi [2] and 
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Maroufi et al, [5] shows the effectiveness of the mentioned criterion in effective distance determination. It is 

noticeable that some of the presented criterions by researchers need specific anemometry measurements. But 

presentation of wind shelter index correlation with average wind shelter slope criterion will be possible by using 

the accessible information achieved out of raster maps of the studying area. In this way it is possible to use the 

wind shelter index as an independent variable and effective on natural factors and phenomena. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8: Average wind shelter slope with wind shelter indexes transmittal diagrams for different maximum 

distances (a) 60 m, (b) 100m, (c) 300 m, (d) 500 m, (e) 1000 m, (f) 1500 m and (g) 2000 m. 
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